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Direct Observation of Complete Fermi Surface, Imperfect Nesting, and Gap Anisotropy in the
High-Temperature Incommensurate Charge-Density-Wave CompoundSmTe3
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We have carried out angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy of SmTe3, a quasi-two-dimensional
material with an incommensurate high-temperature charge density wave (CDW). This is the first direct
experimental view of the full detail of an imperfectly nested Fermi surface, and the momentum space
gap anisotropy, for an incommensurate CDW. [S0031-9007(98)06715-5]

PACS numbers: 71.45.Lr, 71.18.+y, 79.60.– i
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Fermi surface (FS) energy gap formation is a fund
mental quantum phenomenon in solids because there
the system of interacting electrons can stabilize a brok
symmetry ground state. Two important examples of su
ground states are the superconducting state and the cha
density wave (CDW) [1,2] state. In the superconductin
state, the gap opens up due to formation of Cooper pa
In the CDW state, the gap opens up due to formation
electron-hole pairs with wave vector$qCDW . The wave
vector connects (“nests”) one large portion of FS with an
other and dictates a new periodicity in the CDW state.
both cases, the gap momentum dependence is of cen
theoretical importance.

Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
a beautifully direct method to measure the momentum d
pendence of the gap if the gap is large enough to be e
ergy resolved and if the material surface is stable for a lo
enough time to make the measurement. For a very few
the high-temperature superconducting cuprates it has b
possible to measure [3] the gap momentum anisotropy
well as to permit meaningful comparison to microscop
theories. However, in spite of continuing efforts in vari
ous materials [4], comparably detailed ARPES studies
CDW gaps have not yet been made successfully. This
largely due to the lack of a material with both a big enoug
gap and a sufficiently stable surface.

This paper reports a detailed ARPES study of the CD
gap in SmTe3, a novel incommensurate CDW materia
with a large anisotropic gap and very stable surface. W
show below that the observed gap size implies a me
field transition temperatureø1300 K, even larger than the
melting temperature 1096 K [5], making SmTe3 truly a
“high-temperature CDW material.” This is the first time
that the nesting condition and the momentum dependen
of a CDW gap have been tracked over the entire FS.

SmTe3 is a layered material with conductivity
anisotropy as big as 5000 [6]. The crystal structure
probed by x-ray diffraction [6] belongs to the orthorhombi
groupCmcm, and consists of alternating SmTe and doub
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Te layers, as shown in Fig. 1(a). It is known [6] that metal
lic electrical conduction occurs in the double Te layer
Remarkably, transmission electron microscope (TEM
diffraction patterns show, even at room temperatur
satellites which are interpreted as due to incommensura

FIG. 1(color). (a) Schematic diagram for the one-face cen
tered orthorhombic unit cell of SmTe3 [6]. The dimen-
sions area  4.3326 Å, b  25.6970 Å, and c  4.3363 Å.
(b) Schematic geometry of the photoemission experimen
Photons with polarization$E in the x-z plane propagate at
fixed anglea ø 45±, relative to the sample surface normal z
(c) Fermi energy intensity map.GX k x in (b). The lengths
of GX andGY could be eitherpya andpyc or pyc andpya.
A theoretical FS is shown in the third quadrant. (d) Raw dat
for the map of (c), which is obtained byxy reflections of this
map. (e) Map taken after the sample was rotated by90± in the
xy plane and then recleaved. The maps of (d) and (e) cons
of 725 and 723 data points, respectively.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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CDW formation in the Te layers [7,8], with$qCDW ø 2
7 ap

or 2
7 cp. The temperature dependencies of the magne

susceptibility and the electrical resistivity show no anoma
lies from room temperature down to 1.2 K.

The single crystal samples were grown in RbCl-LiC
flux as described in Ref. [6]. The ARPES was performe
at the AmesyMontana beam line of the Synchrotron Ra
diation Center (SRC) at the University of Wisconsin
Our sample orientation by Laue diffraction did not dis
tinguish the very slight orthorhombicity [Fig. 1(a) cap-
tion]. The sample was cleavedin situ just before the
measurement, which was done at room temperature and
pressureø4 3 10211 Torr. Monochromatized photons of
energy 21.2 eV were used for all measurements report
here with one exception (see Fig. 2). The Fermi energ
sEFd and instrumental energy resolution were calibrate
with a reference spectrum taken on a freshly sputtere
Pt foil. The instrumental energy resolutionDE was
140 meV FWHM for measurement of Fermi energy in
tensity maps and 50 meV FWHM for energy distribution
curves (EDC’s). The angular resolution for the spectrom
eter was61±, which amounts to65% of the distance
from G to X in the Brillouin zone.

The FS geometry has been studied by making
momentum spaceEF intensity map, a method introduced
for the high-temperature cuprate superconductors [9].
our experimental geometry, shown in Fig. 1(b), the ma
is obtained by sweeping anglesf (angle between the
photoelectron momentum and its projectionpxz in the
xz plane) andu (angle between thez axis and pxz).
Because of translational invariance parallel to the surfac
the photohole momentum parallel to the surface$kk is the
same as$kk of the photoelectron, and so is determined
unambiguously by these angles and the kinetic energy
the photoelectron. The FS pattern is generated becau
the intensity atEF reaches a local maximum when a
dispersing peak passes through the FS. However,
real ARPES experiment is characterized by a windo
with momentum and energy widthsDk and DE, set by
instrumental angle and energy resolution, respectivel
A dispersing peak contributes to a local maximum in
the intensity map to the extent that the peak occupie
the window, considering also the peak’s intrinsic energ
broadening and the relevant Fermi function. Dependin
on the specific details, a peak dispersing near to, but n
crossing,EF could contribute to the map, by either more
or less than a peak actually crossingEF . For the data
presented below, gapped states nearEF do contribute to
the intensity map, but less than the ungapped states.

Figures 1(c)–1(e) showEF intensity maps. The loga-
rithm of the intensity was used to enhance the weak
part of the image. The data are overplotted with the two
dimensional (2D) Brillouin zone of the crystal, labeled
with notation for a 2D rectangular lattice. The full
map 1(c) was generated byxy reflections of the raw
data of map 1(d). The reflection symmetries, whic
are observed to hold in the raw data of 1(d), are vali
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symmetry operations for the orthorhombic crystal show
in 1(a).

In Fig. 1(c), we include in the lower left quadrant
the theoretical FS obtained from extended Hückel tig
binding bands calculated with theEHMACC program [10].
As in Ref. [7] the bands are for a single Te layer in
SmTe3 with 6.5 electrons per Te. In principle, each ban
is split by coupling to the other Te layer, but the dat
show only one evidence of such a splitting, pointed ou
further below. The slight difference in thea andc lattice
parameters [Fig. 1(a) caption] is included in the calculatio
but is not visible in the results, which appear as perfect
fourfold symmetric. A detailed comparison of the theor
and the experiment will be made below. For now, w
simply note that there is a good general corresponden
between all theoretical and experimental features, ev
though fourfold symmetry was not assumed in generatin
the experimental map. But, as we remarked above, o
should not unconditionally interpret the pattern as showin
the actual FS and it is noteworthy that in spite of it
fourfold shape, the intensityvariation is strongly twofold
symmetric.

One could conjecture that the twofold symmetry in
volves the photoemission process in some way, e.g.,
lection rules involving the electron collection direction
relative to the photon polarization. To test this possibility
maps 1(d) and 1(e) were taken for two sample orientatio
differing by 90±, by remounting and recleaving the sam
crystal. In both cases, the pattern is bright near theGX
line and dim near theGY line. This shows unambiguously
that the twofold symmetry is an intrinsic property of the
crystal, not an extrinsic effect due to the photoemissio
process. We now show valence band EDC’s which sho
why this twofold symmetry occurs.

Figure 2 shows ARPES spectra taken immediately aft
making the map of Fig. 1(c). Consistent results wer
obtained from a smaller set of EDC’s taken after makin
the map of Fig. 1(e). The$k values of the EDC’s are
shown as circles on the map. AlongX ! G in Fig. 2(a)
three peaks (A, B, C) crossEF at positions marked by
the filled circles. We attribute theA-B splitting to the
coupling between the Te layers. AlongY ! G, however,
the three equivalent peaks (A0, B0, C0) show gaps [11].
The size of the gap for electron removal is about 300 me
for A0 and C0. The B0 peak tends to merge withA0 and
we infer a similar gap size for both. Except for this ga
vs crossing aspect, however, the same general behav
obtain for all of the observed peaks in the EDC’s fo
the two directions. A similar description holds along
X ! M and Y ! M in Fig. 2(b), where the gap size is
300 meV for the peakA0 and 260 meV for the peakB0.
Other weakly dispersing peaks and shoulders at,500 to
700 meV belowEF are plausibly ascribed to Tep states
in the insulating SmTe layer.

The origin of the twofold symmetric intensity variation
is now clear. For example, the large gaps alongGY
displace the dispersing peaks nearly out of the ener
887
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window DE  140 meV so that the pattern is dim.
Along GX with no gaps the pattern is bright. The fourfold
symmetric shape of the map pattern is then interpret
as showing the “FS”—i.e., the FS that we would hav
obtained if there had been no gap—which we will giv
the precise shape of below. These findings conne
naturally to a CDW picture, with the nesting wave vecto
as indicated in the map of Fig. 2(b). This wave vecto
is precisely the$qCDW obtained from the TEM result [7],
and gives the maximal nesting for our “FS.” Figure 2(c
shows the gap anisotropy tracked over the two nest

FIG. 2. NearEF ARPES spectra for various cuts in momen
tum space. Each circle in the map corresponds to a spectr
in the plots below the map. The filled circles represent Ferm
energy crossing points determined from dispersions. The s
of the circles represents the size of thek resolution due to the
finite angle resolution of the spectrometer. In (a) and (b), th
k value for each spectrum is given in terms of the percent
distance along each symmetry line. In the map of (b), we sho
a nesting wave vector, consistent with our experiment and t
TEM result [7]. (c) shows the gap anisotropy. The photo
energy hn  21.2 eV for all spectra, except the lower stack o
(c), where hn  17 eV to obtain adequate intensity near poin
d. All spectra are normalized to the photon flux, but each pan
has a different overall scale.
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pieces of “FS.” Along the outer “FS,”c ! e, the
emission intensity near d happens to be very weak at th
photon energy used for the map and so these EDC’s we
taken instead at photon energy 17 eV, where the ARPE
matrix element for the states is much larger. Note that th
gap vanishes atd exactly where geometric nesting with
the inner “FS” ceases. For the inner “FS,”a ! b, the
pattern becomes bright nearb as the peak moves toward
EF into the energy window and the same would happe
for the outer “FS” nearb in a map taken at 17 eV. In
short, our data show clearly the presence of the CDW
state of SmTe3. Further, the data imply a single$qCDW ,
at least over the ARPES sampling areasø0.1 mm2d and
depthsø15 Åd. One can speculate that the crystal’s sligh
orthorhombicity and the direction of$qCDW are firmly
linked, but large domains with$qCDW along eitherGX or
GY [7] are another possible scenario.

In the rest of this paper, we elaborate on details of im
perfect nesting and gap formation of an incommensura
CDW as revealed by our data. Figure 3(a) shows F
crossings (circles) obtained from EDC’s. Taking fourfold
symmetry as approximately correct now, these crossin
can be mapped to regions with gaps and used as anch
points to construct an experimental “FS” shown as whit
lines. For simplicity, the smallA-B splittings have been
ignored. This “FS” then determines the nesting wave vec
tors (arrows),$qN, which arenot constant along the “FS.”
Figure 3(b) shows the electron removal gaps for the tw
pathsa-b and c-d in Fig. 2(c) as a function ofqN. In
general the two gaps are unequal.

FIG. 3. (a) EF crossing points (circles) from EDC’s, experi-
mental “FS” (white line), and nesting vectors (arrows),$qN,
connecting “FS” pieces plotted over theEF intensity map.
(b) Electron removal gaps on the two “FS” pieces plot-
ted as a function ofqN. The gap values are taken from
the data of Fig. 2(c). Representative error bars are show
(c),(d) Schematic diagrams showing two-band CDW mixing
whenqN  qCDW andqN , qCDW . D mixes two states in the
unperturbed bands (straight lines) connected by$qCDW , resulting
in the gapped CDW bands shown as thick lines. The CDW
bands are then folded back (not shown) according to the ne
periodicity.
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Figure 3(c) illustrates the textbook scenario [2] of pe
fect nesting of two bands, shown with differentEF slopes
as for SmTe3. Because the inner FS band of Fig. 2(a
nests with an outer FS band that is the reflection, throu
the Y -M axis, of the one seen dispersing in Fig. 2(a), th
two nesting bands have opposite slopes, as shown.
each pair of nested FS points$k and $k 1 $qCDW one has
a 2 3 2 degenerate matrix eigenvalue problem with of
diagonal matrix elementDk . The resultingEF gap 2Dk

must be the same for both bands, as occurs for Sm3
only when $qCDW  $qN. Taking this electron removal
gap of ø200 meV to be D in the mean field relation
2D  3.52kBTc, one obtainsTc ø 1300 K. Figure 3(d)
shows the imperfect nesting situation whereqN , qCDW .
Because the unperturbedEF slopes are unequal, the two
bands now have unequal electron removal gaps, and
can show that the gaps have a linear dependence
qNs $kd 2 qCDW , as occurs froma to a0 and fromc to c0 in
Fig. 3(b). One also sees that previously unoccupied sta
are pulled belowEF . Similarly, for qN . qCDW , previ-
ously occupied states are forced aboveEF . To maintain
EF in the gap and thereby achieve maximum CDW stab
ity, electrons from the latter must exactly fill the forme
One can show that the necessary condition on$qCDW is thatX

qN,qCDW

fqCDW 2 qNs $kdg 
X

qN.qCDW

fqNs $kd 2 qCDW g .

Indeed, we find that this condition is satisfied to within 4%
for our nesting “FS.”

Thus this simple two-band model reproduces many
the experimental observations in Fig. 3(b). However, o
preliminary analysis shows some quantitative disagre
ments, which calls for a multiband model including th
double Te layer and the SmTe layer. Because of the
proximate fourfold symmetry, a successful theory of th
nested bands alongGY should start with un-nested band
deduced from our EDC’s alongGX. A further challenge
to a full theory is the apparent absence of any emission
tensity from the “backfolded” bands in the gapped EDC
of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Such intensity was identified
recent ARPES studies of superconductor gap format
[12]. Lastly, a study of band symmetry properties as
Ref. [13] shows that near the pointb the character of the
inner FS band crosses over frompx to py (x k GM and
y k XY ), while near the pointd the character of the outer
FS band continues to bepx . Because of this symmetry
change, we expect that froma0 to b and fromc0 to d, even
thoughqN becomes constant and then increases again,
gap will nonetheless continue to decrease before going
zero abruptly atb andd, as occurs in Fig. 3(b).

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed ARP
study on the FS shape and the anisotropic gap of SmT3,
a high-temperature incommensurate CDW compoun
The experimental “FS” shows an excellent agreeme
in shape with an extended Hückel tight binding ban
theory and shows a nesting property consistent with
TEM diffraction pattern [7]. The big gap sizeø200 meV
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implies a high transition temperature and enables a ve
detailed gap anisotropy study. The latter is discussed
terms of an imperfect nesting condition and the symme
properties of the bands. Our results vividly illustrate ho
incommensurate CDW nesting occurs in a real quasi-2
material.
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